
April 5, 2023  

Patricia S. Connor, Clerk 

United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit, 1100 E. Main Street, Suite 

501 

Richmond, Virginia 23219-3517  

Case No: 23-1049 / The 1st Amendment, the National Defense University / 

Defense Security Cooperation Agency & the Henry A. Kissinger Connection 

 

Dear Ms. Connor, 

 

May it please the Court, below please find the article, “Kissinger’s 

Culpability,” published this month in The Progressive magazine. The story 

admirably fleshes out the Petitioner’s arguably most important disclosures regarding 

a far-right and/or neo-Nazi cabal and a systemic pattern of self-protecting reprisal 

running through National Defense University (NDU) and Defense Security 

Cooperation Agency (DSCA) decisions against an already decorated national 

security whistleblower; efforts sustained by collaborationist kapos of the U.S. Merit 

System Protection Board (MSPB), themselves rightful owners of a quota of guilt. 

In the Petitioner’s initial 01/22/2023 Petition before the Court he noted that 

“[m]yriad federal false statements made to and parroted by” the MSPB included 

claims that he had promoted “damaging conspiratorial theories of wrongdoing by 

the agency,” ie: the NDU and DSCA. (P.5)  The Petitioner noted (Pp. 6-7) that “key 

details” that he had provided in three classified Congressional Disclosures before 
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the Intelligence Community Office of Inspector General (IC OIG) also “directly 

relate(d) to the clandestine and bloody efforts” that were the focus of the Brennan 

Center for Justice Liberty and National Security Program. In a critical report last 

year, the Brennan Center in excruciating detail found 22 examples of U.S. secret 

wars “contraven(ing) our constitutional design … invit(ing) military escalation that 

is unforeseeable to the public, to Congress, and even to the diplomats charged with 

managing U.S. foreign policy.”  It continued: 

Despite a series of Cold War–era executive orders 

that prohibit assassinations, the covert action 

statute has been used throughout the war on terror 

to conduct drone strikes outside areas of active 

hostilities. 

 

But there is a third class of statutory authorities 

that enable undisclosed hostilities yet have 

received little public attention: security 

cooperation authorities. Congress enacted these 

provisions in the years following September 11 to 

allow U.S. forces to work through and with foreign 

partners. One of them, now codified at 10 U.S.C. 

§ 333, permits the Department of Defense to train 

and equip foreign forces anywhere in the world. 

Another, now codified at 10 U.S.C. § 127e, 

authorizes the Department of Defense to provide 

“support” to foreign forces, paramilitaries, and 

private individuals who are in turn “supporting” 

U.S. counterterrorism operations. (Italics added.) 
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It was on 11/09/2022 that the Petitioner clearly informed the 

MSPB,  

 

another Pleading will be submitted shortly that 

shows how a much-ballyhooed U.S. Secretary of 

State who received the NDU Foundation’s 

prestigious American Patriot Award in 2008 (the 

same year the Petitioner began investigating [his] 

NDU colleagues guilty of torture, murder and 

association with international terrorist in their 

previous roles as senior officials in the Argentine 

and Chilean military dictatorships promoted by the 

American), can in fact actually be accused of 

treason. New revelations show how PhD 

dissertation research based on (the Petitioner’s) 

insider knowledge (and paid for as part of [his] 

DoD stipend at NDU) was close to uncovering 

critical evidence in this historic case. No wonder 

vice ADM. Ann Rondeau, at the time angling for 

appointment as the head of U.S. Southern 

Command, rushed to falsify the case against [him]. 

(Italics added.) 

 

This Petition further shows how the “Nonprecedential … Final Order” (NFO) 

made by Ms. Cathy A. Harris, et. al on November 17, 2022 (barely a week after the 

Petitioner’s disclosures to them) evidenced a gross and coordinated reprisal by a 

federal agency supposed to protect whistleblowers, as the MSPB decision was 

posted within days of new information (literally less than a week) proffered to it by 

the Petitioner on how the palpable treason of former Secretary of State Kissinger, 
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already known for committing crimes against humanity, directly affected the 

Petitioner’s (to that point spotless) federal career, as well as the welfare of his family.  

It was Kissinger who. while in office, orchestrated one of the original 

clandestine wars (Cambodia) cited by the Brennan Center study, the eventual 

revelation of which resulted in Congressional passage of the War Powers Resolution 

(WPR).  

One of the WPR staff authors1 went on to be a senior official in President 

Jimmy Carter and Bill Clinton administrations and was a former employer of mine. 

When he offered the Petitioner the job (working for former Vice President Walter 

Mondale), he told me it was largely due to his investigative reporting about another 

clandestine war about which the Petitioner had written an exposé just prior to his 

being hired. (Literally a month before the Petitioner was brought onboard by the 

WPR expert, the former had exposed Mr. Kissinger for giving a “green light” to neo-

Nazi military coup mongers for their secret war in Argentina.)  

 

1 J. Brian Atwood, “Opinion: Sharing War Powers,” The New York Times, October 

14, 1987. https://www.nytimes.com/1987/10/14/opinion/sharing-war-powers.html 

The Atwood article ran less than two months before he hired me; in it he referred 

to “a growing realization that no war powers law is strong enough to withstand a 

President who insists that his powers as Commander in Chief override any 

Congressional role. In such circumstances, confidence in Government is the lost 

commodity.” 
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Former Secretary of State Kissinger not only pointedly referred to military 

men as “dumb, stupid animals to be used” as pawns in his clandestine machinations; 

in 2008 he was given the National University Foundation’s coveted “American 

Patriot Award” the same year the Petitioner began, (supposedly protected) 

disclosures at NDU about fellow professors and others who later were convicted for 

“crimes against humanity” in lawless regimes promoted and protected by the former 

most senior diplomat.  

Not only were Kissinger’s minions intimately involved in the wrongdoing that 

was part of the Petitioner’s subsequent NDU/DSCA whistleblowing disclosures as 

well as the hyperbolic and wrongful reprisals against him. The Petitioner found out 

that Mr. Kissinger also privately told the foreign minister of another far-right 

military dictatorship he supported and protected (that of international terrorist 

General Augusto Pinochet’s Chile), that a good friend (and news source) of the 

Petitioner’s, who at the time of the conversation in question was President Carter’s 

point person on international human rights issues, was a “stupid” woman “who 

should receive rough treatment.”2  

 
2 Zach Dorfman, “How Henry Kissinger Conspired Against a Sitting President,” 

Politico Magazine, January 16, 2017. 

https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2017/01/henry-kissinger-jimmy-carter-

chile-214603/ 
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The conversation Kissinger had with the representative of a heinous regime 

with a Nazi mentality came just two years after an exiled Chilean foreign minister 

and his American aide were killed at Pinochet’s direction in a car bomb attack less 
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than a mile from the White House in the worst modern terrorist attack on American 

soil before September 11, 2001.  

 

 

In the case before the Court, what the Petitioner offers below goes well beyond 

a preponderance of evidence and into the territory of beyond a reasonable doubt. The 

case of orchestrated reprisal against the Petitioner involves not only NDU/DSCA 

protection and promotion of federal (non-citizen) employees of a neo-Nazi stripe 

later indicted and convicted in civilian courts in their own countries; banana 

republic-style impunity for torture advocates and practitioners, foreign death squad 

leaders, narcotics traffickers and a palpable traitor; racism; sexism; homophobia, and 

gross common corruption. Those involved now claiming they were ignorant of what 
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it was that they were party to means they are fools; those who knew, but looked the 

other way, are cowards, and those who knew, and took part, are criminals. 

On October 31, 1987 the Petitioner published the exposé in The Nation 

magazine that showed how one Henry Kissinger in 1976 knowingly gave a green 

light for the far-right Argentine military dictatorship’s neo-Nazi “dirty war” against 

a highly exaggerated threat (as reported by the FBI) by leftwing terrorists and other 

dissidents. 

Key evidence came in the form of a memorandum of conversation President 

Carter’s State Department human rights czar Patricia Derian had in 1977 with 

Ambassador Robert C. Hill, in which the outgoing Republican envoy told her what 

Mr. Kissinger had done. It was Ms. Derian, wife of the then State Department 

Spokesperson Hodding Carter, who Mr. Kissinger informed the Chilean 

dictatorship’s foreign minister in 1978 was “stupid” and “who should receive rough 

treatment.”3 She was one of the three people to whom the Petitioner dedicated 

 
3 Andersen, M. E. (2022). Henry A. Kissinger: A Premortem on the Real Friend of 

Enemies. A Contracorriente: Una Revista De Estudios Latinoamericanos, 19(3), 

345–378. Retrieved from 

https://acontracorriente.chass.ncsu.edu/index.php/acontracorriente/article/view/224

5 
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Dossier Secreto, a work publicly praised by – among others – Senator Edward M. 

Kennedy.  

(In Dossier Secreto, Pp. 228, 231, the Petitioner revealed that another far-right 

military dictatorship supported by Kissinger, that of Uruguay, conspired to kill 

Congressional critic -- and later mayor of New York City -- Ed Koch, a disclosure 

later fully substantiated in declassified U.S. intelligence agency documents. Koch 

called Uruguay “the Torture Chamber of Latin America.)4   

 

 
4  
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The Nation publication came after the fabled former FBI legal attached in 

Buenos Aires, at the time the Bureau’s chief of records, explained in writing to the 

Petitioner how the generals created a supposed national security threat to take 

power and engage in a secret so-called “war” that included at least 340 

concentration camps in which thousands of men, women and children were tortured 

by admirers of Adolf Hitler, before they were clandestinely murdered, their bodies 

dropped into the Atlantic Ocean and its estuaries, or buried in mass graves.5 

Kissinger and his minions, including a top aide who later became a senior NDU 

official during the Petitioner’s time there, denied the scoop’s veracity and engaged 

in a not-so-subtle campaign against the Petitioner. Kissinger even complained to 

The Nation publisher that “a short article in an obscure journal such as yours” had 

resulted in 60 people protesting his visit to Denmark when he got off the plane in 

Copenhagen.6 

 
5 Martin Andersen, “Major Argentine Mass Grave Begins Yielding Bodies,” The 

Washington Post, March 4, 1984. 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/archive/politics/1984/03/04/major-argentine-

mass-grave-begins-yielding-bodies/621ab710-2277-4eb8-a454-1a67c621e4f9/  

6 Victor S. Navasky, A Matter of Opinion, Farrar, Straus, and Giroux, 2005, page 

298. 
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The publisher, Mr. Victor Navasky, revealed the exchange in 2005, the same 

year the Petitioner served as an expert witness in the Italian government’s case 

against Chile’s Pinochet, a tyrant much cuddled by Mr. Kissinger.7 That year the 

Petitioner was recruited to work for the  DSCA at the NDU and began his doctoral 

studies at The Catholic University, with his studies partially financed by 

DSCA/NDU and his dissertation focused on whistleblowing Ambassador Hill.  

Kissinger aide Luigi Einaudi, whose long-time relationship with the CIA was later 

made public and who had lied about The Nation article, was by that time at the 

NDU, where he continued to treat the Petitioner with distain and contempt while 

maintaining close working relationships with several focuses of the Petitioner’s 

disclosures, including the Chilean NDU professor later convicted of torture and 

 
7 Since the 1987 article in The Nation, the National Security Archive (NSA) has 

been able to amass a mountain of declassified federal documents that shows that 

Kissinger “gave strong support early on” to the deeply antisemitic military junta 

(Argentina has Latin America’s largest Jewish community). The NSA has kindly 

acknowledged, in their own words, that the Petitioner was “the first to report on 

Secretary Kissinger’s ‘green light’” for the unfolding massacre. 

https://nsarchive2.gwu.edu/NSAEBB/NSAEBB133/index.htm More recently, 

Pulitzer Prize winning historian Kai Bird cited my article authoritatively in The 

Outlier: The Unfinished Presidency of Jimmy Carter, Penguin/Random House, 

2021, page 230 and footnote 230, page 689. 
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murder in Pinochet’s Chile while working for an international terrorist 

organization. 

Approximately a year before the Petitioner went public with his 

whistleblowing, and having already begun research on my dissertation, the 

Petitioner sought to interview Ambassador Einaudi, who claimed that Ambassador 

Hill was the “sleaziest” public employee that he had ever met and promised to share 

with documentation he had stored at home to prove it. He later claimed 1) not to 

remember his colleague Hill and 2), in self-contradiction, said that he could not 

find documents that he had promised.8 

 
88 Please note that the Petitioner has in his possession a copy of an undated letter 

(which he believes was sent in 2010) thanking former National Security Advisor 

Richard V. Allen, who was also involved in treasonous 1968 pre-election effort to 

derail the peace talks with North Vietnam (along with President Nixon, Secretary 

Kissinger, and Ambassador Hill), for agreeing to talk with me. In the missive, the 

Petitioner specifically asked Mr. Allen, who was Deputy National Security 

Advisor under Mr. Nixon, about the backchannel and Mr. Hill’s role. In an oral 

history conducted by the Miller Center of the University of Virginia on May 28, 

2002, Allen admitted: “We had some interference at the last minute, an attempt to 

sabotage the Paris peace talks. That’s been written about. Seymour Hersh’s 

rendition of this is correct. Henry Kissinger, on his own, volunteered information 

to us through a spy, a former student, that he had in the Paris peace talks, who 

would call him and debrief, and Kissinger called me from pay phones and we 

spoke in German.” 
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Shortly before he died in 2013, Ambassador Hill’s son, Graham, who the 

Petitioner had interviewed many times and who earlier promised to reveal what 

was his father’s key role in the pre-1968 presidential elections in which Richard M. 

Nixon was elected, told the Petitioner that the reprisals unleashed against the 

Petitioner at the NDU and the Hill story were intimately related. 

It was not until several years ago that other academics with focuses mostly 

outside Latin America were able to nail down the fact that Mr. Hill had in fact 

worked intimately with then presidential candidate Nixon to scuttle President 

Lyndon B. Johnson’s nascent peace talks with the North Vietnamese. Although a 

few other academics suggested, mostly in footnotes, that Mr. Kissinger was also 

involved in a subterfuge President Johnson called “treason,” in October of last year 

the Petitioner was able to pull together the full story in an academic journal about 

how what happened nearly nine years earlier helped explain how the five-time 

Republican envoy spilled the beans, to an incoming Democratic Party political 

appointee, on a former GOP Secretary of State with whom he had worked closely 

and had come to detest.  

The article in question had been permitted by the MSPB to be provisionally 

included for the Record. However, its publication intrinsically tied – appropriately 

– the Kissinger story to the secret wars outlined by the Brennan Center in the 

Petitioner’s request to the Board. Apparently after realizing the size of the scandal 
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and in the wake of the MSPB scandal involving my whistleblower colleague and 

supporter Mr. MacLean, Ms. Harris and her Board underlings quickly sent the 

Petitioner’s case to what they must have assumed was bureaucratic Siberia. 

It was the celebrated Watergate journalists and historians, Bob Woodward 

and Carl Bernstein who broke the story about Mr. Kissinger calling the American 

military as “dumb, stupid animals to be used” as pawns. With all the information 

the Petitioner has laid out before the Court, one might use the diplomat’s dictum to 

plead ignorance and/or innocence on the part of VICE ADM (ret.) Ann E. Rondeau, 

Col (ret.) Richard D. Downie, Col. (ret.) Kenneth LaPlante, Lt. Col.(ret.) Craig 

Deare, et. al (and those who sought to protect them from justice, such as DoD 

Inspector General Glenn Fine and DSCA / NDU rising star “better call Saul” 

Bracero) and all their violations of federal rule, regulation, law and common 

decency.  

The other, far less vapid and excusatory, view is to see their operations as 

part and parcel of the “secret wars” of DSCA and the Defense Intelligence Agency 

(DIA) in which the scandalous war against whistleblowers, and Constitutional 

design, is weaponized.   

In 2008, as the Petitioner was just beginning to pull back the veil on 

NDU/DSCA operations involving neo-Nazis and former leaders of death squads, 

his longtime friend and colleague, former National Security Advisor for Latin 
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America Robert Pastor urged the Petitioner to focus on the DIA, rather than the 

rancid CIA of old,9 as the former’s world reach was, he said, actually far greater 

and their civilian oversight comparatively nonexistent. Pastor later did the 

Foreword on my last book, Peoples of the Earth, an ethnonationalist analysis of 

indigenous peoples in Latin America, one that challenged Marxist interpretations 

and won the public praise, among others, of Walker Connor, one of the founders 

of the interdisciplinary field of nationalism studies and an occasional consultant 

with U.S. intelligence agencies. 

The toxic culture within the Defense Intelligence Agency, the former 

stomping grounds of both Lt. Col. Deare and his National Security Council boss 

(and QAnon follower) Michael Flynn, is, in particular, a threat to national security 

and a propaganda bonanza for America’s foes.  

On February 21, 2022, in a filing (later rejected by the MSPB) the Petitioner 

pointed out that the Wall Street Journal had two days earlier produced 30 witness 

statements and complaint provided to the House and Senate Intelligence 

 
9 See Martin Edwin Andersen, “How Late DCI William Colby Saved the CIA, and 

What That Can Teach Us Today,” Just Security, January 16, 2020. 

https://www.justsecurity.org/68065/how-late-dci-william-colby-saved-the-cia-and-

what-that-can-teach-us-today/ 
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Committees on DIA working conditions. These included colleagues spying on each 

other, undermining each other by exposing potentially derogatory information, and 

the harassment of female colleagues. The story was published as President Biden 

announced that the U.S. had reason to believe that Russia had decide to invade 

Ukraine. In the Petitioner’s MSPB filing, he wrote, “Please note that the story was 

juicy enough to be picked up yesterday by Sputnik News, a Russian disinformation 

and propaganda portal, in an article entitled, ‘Lie, Cheat, Steal, Cry? U.S. Military 

Intelligence is Overwhelmed.’” 

Whether Mr. Kissinger’s view is upheld or that of our all-too-toxic secret 

warriors, controlled stupidity, the refusal to see the consequences of what one does 

and what one stands for, reigns supreme. As the Petitioner noted in his initial 

01/22/2023 Petition before the Court, the losers include those in uniform, the 

taxpayers who pay the bill, and those who attempt to warn, like Paul Revere of old, 

of the dangers to our people and our Constitution posed by military impunity. 

Very Respectfully. 

Martin Edwin Andersen 
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